
September 29 Notes and Exercises 
 
µ‘ò  ‡ò�î  ‡î™� 
µ“  …ò�î  …î™� 
�×ò  �×�î  �×ñ™� 
�×è  �×�ã  �×æ™� 
�×Ñ  �×�Ì   �×Ï™� 
�³  ��°   �³™� (�°í�) 
µ‘Å  µÅ�À   µÀ™� 
µ‘›�è ‡›��ã  ‡›�æ™� 
µ“›�è  …›��ã  …›�æ™� 
�×Ñ�è �×Ñ��ã  �×Ñ�æ™� 
 

If you are using the verbs º’¦™�Å, —°Ì’ÉÅ, or ½Ì’ÉÅ, when do you need to add ‰ to the noun? 
1. When the noun is general, do not add ‰‰‰‰ 

‡î™� À�Ý º’¦™�Å.  I like rain. 
2. When the noun is specific, add ‰‰‰‰ 

…î™� �×�î¿ º’¦™�Å.  You like him. 
þ×¯¨Å and þº‘³Å are special.  They never add ‰. 

�×ñ™� µ“ þ×¯¨Å.  He needs you. 
  �×æ™� �³ þº‘³Å.  That is enough (for her). 
 
Exercises. 
Learn the difference between µ‘›�è and µ‘Å.  Which word should be used for ‘we’ in the following sentences? 
 a. Are we there yet? 
 
 

b. We just saw a lightning bolt.  You missed it. 
 
 

c. Hey everybody, it’s raining.  We should go inside. 
 
 

d. When did you and your brother get here?  We got here at noon.) 
 
Indicate whether the object is ‘general’ or ‘specific’.  Then translate.  (All of the examples are clearly either general or 
specific.  There should not be confusion.) 

1. They want my bag.  (�º) 

2. You like milk. 

3. I like your sari.   (þœ�Ò) 

4. Do I know you? 



5. How do I know her? 

6. They need him. 

7. My cat likes vadai.   [Hint: use ¾�î™�] , (×�¥) 

8. The dog wants a bone.   [Hint: use µ‘Ë™�], (‡ÕÅ½) 

9. We like her teacher (female).  [use µ‘›�è] 

10. How much rice is enough (for him)?   (cooked rice = þœ‘ì/œ‘°Å) 

11. How much do you want? 

12. They need a house. 

13. You like his ring.  (þÀ‘°’ÌÅ) 

14. How many rings does he need? 
 



October 6 
 
Command (used for µ“) – Add ‰ to the noun where appropriate 
 …ò þ×�Ò�Æ¢ —œË  Do your work 
 �×�î¿ º‘Ñ    Look at him 
 º‘Ö ×‘›�    Buy milk 
 …ò °�Ò�Æ¢ œ“Ú   Comb your hair 
 °¯«“Ñ —�‘¨   Give (me) water 
  
Infinitive form – can be translated as “(to) Verb” 
  Weak Verbs (+ �)    Strong Verbs (+™�)  
do —œË —œËÆ to do  give —�‘¨ —�‘¨™� to give 
sit …ª�‘Ñ …ª�‘Ì to sit  walk µ¥ µ¥™� to walk 
sleep à›� à›� to sleep  see, look at º‘Ñ º‘Ñ™� to see 
play ×’�ãÆ‘¨ ×’�ãÆ‘¥ to play  hit �¦ �¦™� to hit 
cry �à �Ý to cry  wash ³�× ³�×™� to wash 
eat œ‘¿º’¨ œ‘¿º’¥ to eat  kick …�° …�°™� to kick 
buy ×‘›� ×‘›� to buy  bite �¦ �¦™� to bite 
come ×‘ ×Ì to come      
go þº‘ þº‘� to go      
 

When using the Infinitive form with —°Ì’ÉÅ, º’¦™�Å, ½Ì’ÉÅ, use ‡î™�, …î™�, �×ñ™�, etc. 
When using the Infinitive form with þ×¯¨Å, use µ‘ò, µ“, �×ò, �×è, etc. 
�¹° þ×�Ò�Æ �×è —œËÆ þ×¯¨Å. She needs to do that work. 

�°’Ï™� µ¥™�´ —°Ì’ÉÅ. Kathir knows how to walk. 

Æ‘Ý’î’™�¢ œ�ÀÆÖ —œËÆ¿ º’¦™�Å. Yalini likes to cook. 

ƒã›þ�‘™�´ à›�¿ º’¦™�Å. Elango likes to sleep. 

µ“ à›� þ×¯¨Å. You need to sleep. 
 
Infinitive + ˜¥‘³ = should not, must not 
 �×è …èþã ×Ì™˜¥‘³.  She should not come inside. 
Infinitive + ª¨Å = ‘let it happen’   
 �×è …èþã ×Ìª¨Å.  Let her come in. 
 (Note: When asked as a question, it means “shall”) 
 µ‘ò …èþã ×Ìª¨À‘?  Shall I come in? 
Infinitive + Ò‘Å = may, allowed to 
 �×è …èþã ×ÌÒ‘Å.  She may come inside. 
 
 
 



Directions: Circle the letter of the sentence that is correct written Thamil.  (Careful, some of these sentences 
may “sound right” even though they should not be written that way.) Ask your parents if you need help.  
Then translate the sentence into English. 
1. a. ‡î™� …ò�î þ×¯¨Å. 
  b. ‡î™� µ“ þ×¯¨Å. 
 
2. a. �×æ™� ‡´°�î ×�¥�è þ×¯¨Å? 
  b. �×æ™� ‡Ü×ãÚ ×�¥�è þ×¯¨Å? 
 
3. a. °Åº’™� ƒ¹° µ‘�Æ¿ º’¦™�Å. 
  b. °Åº’™� ƒ¹° µ‘Ë º’¦™�Å. 
 
4. a. �×Ï™� �¹° —œÏ¿½ þ×¯¨Å. 
  b. �×Ï™� �¹° —œÏ¿�º þ×¯¨Å. 
 
5. a. ‡î™� �º’Òò —°Ì’ÉÅ. 
  b. ‡î™� �º’Ò�î —°Ì’ÉÅ. 
 
6. a. …î™� ‡´°�î �“�Ì¿—º‘é’ÆÖ þ×¯¨Å? 
  b. …î™� ‡Ü×ãÚ �“�Ì¿—º‘é’ÆÖ þ×¯¨Å? 
 
7. a. ‡î™� º‘Ö º’¦™�Å. 
  b. ‡î™� º‘�Ò º’¦™�Å. 
 
8. a. ‡î™� ƒ¹° º‘Ö º’¦™�Å. 
  b. ‡î™� ƒ¹° º‘�Ò º’¦™�Å. 
 
9. a. �×Ñ�æ™� ƒ³ þº‘³Å. 
  b. �×Ñ�æ™� ƒ�° þº‘³Å. 
 
10. a. µÀ™� �×ò þ×¯¨Å. 
   b. µÀ™� �×�î þ×¯¨Å. 
 
11. a. —º‘òî’™� µ¥™� —°Ì’ÉÅ. 
   b. —º‘òî’ µ¥™� —°Ì’ÉÅ. 
 
12. a. µ“ à›� þ×¯¨Å. 
   b. …î™� à›� þ×¯¨Å. 
 
13. a. �×ò ‹¥ º’¦™�Å. 
   b. �×ñ™� ‹¥ º’¦™�Å.  
 
14. a. �×è º‘Ö �¦™� ˜¥‘³. 
   b. �×æ™� º‘Ö �¦™� ˜¥‘³. 
 



general vs. specific 
 A noun in a sentence that is the object sometimes takes the ending –‰.   Any object that has 
�¹°/ƒ¹° in front of it or is a person is specific and should take the -‰. 
 
Of the following English words, indicate whether it is general or specific.  (Hint: Think about whether you 
would add -‰ to the word if it is used in the following sentence: ‡î™� _word_ º’¦™�Å.)  Then translate 
the word into Thamil.  The first two have been done for you. 
 
that box - specific, �¹° —ºª¦ (Hint: ‡î™� �¹° —ºª¦�Æ º’¦™�Å.) 

flowers - general, ¾™�è, ÀÒÑ�è (Hint: ‡î™� ¾™�è º’¦™�Å.  ‡î™� ÀÒÑ�è  
º’¦™�Å.) 

 
1. animals 
2. our house 
3. my left hand 
4. your head 
5. water 
6. our teacher 
7. his math textbook 
8. plants 
9. rain 
10. this coconut tree 
11. that house 
12. milk 
13. saranya 

 
Now, try to identify whether the following are general or specific: 
 

my handwriting, her questions, Tamil language, mother’s cooking, scent of flowers 
 
It’s not that easy.  For these examples, there is no clear cut answer, because it depends on the background in 
which the word is being used (the context).  Sometimes, even when you consider the context, it’s still hard to 
tell whether the object is general or specific.  When this happens, you can generally write it either way, with 
or without the -‰. 
 
Don’t worry if you don’t quite understand this general vs. specific concept.  You will be able to learn it as 
you get more and more experience. 
 
 



Translate the following sentences: 
1. Æ‘Ñ …ò Ã¦�Æ —×ª¥ þ×¯¨Å?  (Ã¦ = hair, —×ª¨ = cut) 
 
2. �×ñ�¥Æ Ã¦�Æ —×ª¥Ò‘À‘? 
 
3. �×ò ƒ¿—º‘à³ …èþã ×ÌÒ‘À‘? 

 þ×¯¥‘Å, �×è Àìº¦ÉÅ µ‘�ã ×Ìª¨Å. (Àìº¦ÉÅ = again, µ‘�ã = tomorrow) 
 
4. º‘¿º‘, µ“ ‡´°�î À«’™� à›� þ×¯¨Å? 
 

5. µ‘Å ŠÏ �ÀÖ —°‘�ÒÚ ‹¥ þ×¯¨Å. (�ÀÖ = mile, —°‘ÒÚ = distance) 
 
6. …î™� ‡›þ� þº‘� º’¦™�Å? 
 
7. °Åº’: “µ‘ò ƒ¹° �°�× Ä¥ª¨À‘?”   
  �¯«ò: “œÌ’, ƒ¹° �°�× Ä¨.” 
  �ÅÀ‘: “þ×¯¥‘Å, µ“ ƒ¹° �°�× Ä¥ ˜¥‘³” 
 

8. º‘¿º‘: “�ÅÀ‘, µ‘ò ƒ¹° œªî’�Æ œ‘¿º’¥Ò‘À‘?” (œªî’ = chutney) 
�ÅÀ‘: “þ×¯¥‘Å. ƒ³ �‘Ì¢œªî’. µ“ �‘Ì¢œªî’ œ‘¿º’¥ ˜¥‘³.  �¹° œ‘Åº‘�Ì  

œ‘¿º’¨.” (�‘ÌÅ = spicy, �‘Ì¢œªî’ = spicy chutney) 
  �ÅÀ‘: “�¹° œ‘Åº‘�Ì …ò �¿º‘™� º’¦™�Å. …î™� œ‘Åº‘Ñ º’¦™�À‘?” 
  º‘¿º‘: “‡î™� œ‘Åº‘Ñ º’¦™�Å. �ÅÀ‘, µ‘ò ˆò �‘Ì¢œªî’ œ‘¿º’¥ ˜¥‘³?” 

  º‘¿º‘: [�à��]   (�à�� = crying) 
  �ÅÀ‘: “…ò ×Æ³ 10. µ“ �Ý ˜¥‘³.” (×Æ³ = age) 
 
9. �Ý¹�°: “�¿º‘, µ‘ò ‡´°�î ƒãµ“Ñ �¦™�Ò‘Å?” (ƒãµ“Ñ = tender coconut water) 
  �¿º‘: “ŠÏ ƒãµ“�Ì Àª¨Å �¦.  ƒÌ¯¨ �¦™� ˜¥‘³.” (Àª¨Å = only) 
 



Read over the following words.  Read them out loud twice to your parents.   
S = strong, w = weak 
�¦6 º‘Ö drink (S) milk 
�àÚ3 �� wash (w) hand 
Ä¨3 �°Ú close (w) door 
º‘Ñ6  see (S)  
�Ýíì3 —œÏ¿½ remove (w) shoe 
³�¥6 �¯«‘¦ wipe (S) glass, glasses 
˜ª¨3 °�Ì sweep (w) floor 
œ¿½3 À’ª¥‘Ë suck (w) candy 
×’�ãÆ‘¨3  play (w)  
×’ã™�3/³Ò™�3 ºÖ brush (w) tooth, teeth 
œ“Ú3 °�Ò comb (w) head, (hair) 
…�¥6 þ°›�‘Ë break (S) coconut 
þ°Ë6 ³«’ iron (S) clothes 
À¦6 ³«’ fold (S) clothes 
�ª¨3 ×“¨ build (w) house 
�ª¨3 þ×ª¦, þœ�Ò tie on, wear (w) vEtti, sari 
þº‘3  go (w)-- þº‘�  
×‘2  come (w)– ×Ì  
…ª�‘Ñ2  sit (w)  
à›�3  sleep (w)  
—×ª¨3 ÀÌÅ, Ã¦ cut (w) wood/tree, hair 
—°‘¨4  touch (w)  
 



µ’�î™�´ —°Ì’¹° ÀîþÀµ’�î™�´ —°Ì’¹° ÀîþÀµ’�î™�´ —°Ì’¹° ÀîþÀµ’�î™�´ —°Ì’¹° ÀîþÀ  (http://www.dhool.com/cgi-bin/test.pl?songid=16) 
Background: A woman is in love with a man, but they have to break off the relationship because of circumstances 
beyond their control.  The woman is unable to forget her love for this man and sings the following: 
µ’�î™�´ —°Ì’¹° ÀîþÀ, …î™� Àé™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
ºÝ�´ —°Ì’¹° …Æ’þÌ, …î™� ×’Ò�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
ÀÆ›�´ —°Ì’¹° �¯þ«, …î™� …é›�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
ÀÒÌ´ —°Ì’¹° �òþº, …î™� À�éÆ´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
‡¨™�´ —°Ì’¹° �ÌþÀ, …î™�™ —�‘¨™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
ƒî’™�´ —°Ì’¹° �î’þÆ, …î™�™ �œ™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
º¦™�´ —°Ì’¹° ƒ°þÝ, …î™� Ã¦™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
º¥Ì´ —°Ì’¹° ºî’þÆ, …î™� À�éÆ´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
—�‘°’™�´ —°Ì’¹° µ’Òþ×, …î™� �ã’Ì´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
�ã’ÏÅ —°òéÖ �‘íþé, …î™�¿ º’Ì’™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 
º’Ì’™�´ —°Ì’¹° ƒ�é×‘, …î™� ƒ�«™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘°‘? 

ƒ�«Æ´ —°Ì’¹° °�Ò×‘, …î™� ‡ò�î¿ ½Ì’Æ‘°‘?  --�¯«°‘œò 
 
µ’�î v. think (strong) 
ÀîÅ n. mind 
Àé v. forget (strong) 
ºÝ� v. get to know, learn (weak) 
…Æ’Ñ n. life 
×’Ò� v. separate from, step aside (weak) 
ÀÆ›� v. be charmed (weak) 
�¯ n. eye 
…é›� = à›� v. sleep (weak) 
ÀÒÑ v. bloom, blossom (weak) 
�ò½ n. affection 
À�é v. to disappear (weak) 
‡¨ v. take (strong) 
�ÌÅ = �� n. hand 
—�‘¨ v. give (strong) 
ƒî’ v. be sweet (strong) 
�î’ n. fruit 
�œ v. be bitter (strong) 
ƒ°â = …°¨�è n. lips 
Ã¦ v. finish (strong) 
º¥Ñ v. spread (weak) 
ºî’ n. dew 
—�‘°’ v. boil (strong) 
µ’ÒÚ = µ’Ò‘ n. moon 
�ã’Ñ v. be cool (weak) 
—°òéÖ �‘íì n. southern breeze (brings cool air from the south) 
º’Ì’ v. separate (strong) 
ƒ�é×ò = �¥Úè = œ‘À’ n. God 
ƒ�« v. join (strong) 
ƒ�« v. be joined (weak) 
°�Ò×ò (here, °�Ò×ò = �‘°Òò) n. leader, main character in a story (here, it is the man 

who the woman is in love with) 
 



Quiz, October 6 
 
Translate the following to Thamil.  You have 45 seconds for each. 
 

1. You know her. 
2. we 
3. his hand 
4. She is my (elder) sister. 
5. That is a tree. 
6. This is her house. 
7. I want milk. 
8. She needs to drink milk. 
9. She likes to drink milk. 

 
Answers 

1. …î™� �×�ã —°Ì’ÉÅ. 
2. µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
3. �×ñ�¥Æ �� 
4. �×è ‡òñ�¥Æ �™�‘. 
5. �³ ÀÌÅ / �³ ŠÏ ÀÌÅ. 
6. ƒ³ �×æ�¥Æ ×“¨. 
7. ‡î™� º‘Ö þ×¯¨Å. 
8. �×è º‘Ö �¦™� þ×¯¨Å. 

9. �×æ™� º‘Ö �¦™� º’¦™�Å.



October 13, Part 1  Adding -‰ and –ƒÖ to Nouns 
 
You already know that µ‘ò + ‰ = ‡ò�î, µ“ + ‰ = …ò�î, �×ò + ‰ = �×�î, etc. 
 
Look at the following examples to see how --‰ and --ƒÖ are added to other nouns.    
 Noun Noun + ‰ Noun + ƒÖ  
foot, leg �‘Ö �‘�Ò �‘Ò’Ö regular 
water °¯«“Ñ °¯«“�Ì °¯«“Ì’Ö regular 
back Ã³� Ã³�� Ã³�’Ö regular 
place ƒ¥Å ƒ¥´�° ƒ¥´°’Ö ends in Å 
tree, wood ÀÌÅ ÀÌ´�° ÀÌ´°’Ö ends in Å 
house ×“¨ ×“ª�¥ ×“ª¦Ö ends in ¨ 
forest, field �‘¨ �‘ª�¥ �‘ª¦Ö ends in ¨ 
river ‚ì ‚í�é ‚íé’Ö ends in ì 
well �’«ì �’«í�é �’«íé’Ö ends in ì 
stone �Ö �Ö�Ò �ÖÒ’Ö one syllable, short (�é’Ö) vowel 
dirt À¯ À¯�« À¯«’Ö one syllable, short (�é’Ö) vowel 
bucket ×‘ã’ ×‘ã’�Æ ×‘ã’Æ’Ö ends in ƒ, „, or ‰ 

hair Ã¦ Ã¦�Æ Ã¦Æ’Ö ends in ƒ, „, or ‰ 
hand �� ���Æ ��Æ’Ö ends in ƒ, „, or ‰ 
pen 

þºî‘ þºî‘�× þºî‘×’Ö 
ends in a vowel other than -… or the 
ones mentioned above 

moon 
µ’Ò‘ µ’Ò‘�× µ’Ò‘×’Ö 

ends in a vowel other than -… or the 
ones mentioned above 

flower 
¾ ¾�× ¾×’Ö 

ends in a vowel other than -… or the 
ones mentioned above 

Notice the difference between the way the following two words add the endings: 
The first word is regular.  The second word is a one syllable word with a short vowel. 
milk º‘Ö º‘�Ò º‘Ò’Ö  
tooth, teeth ºÖ ºÖ�Ò ºÖÒ’Ö  
 
(Some of these Noun + ƒÖ words don’t make sense in thamil, but write them anyway so that you 
understand how to add the ƒÖ ending to any noun that you see.) 
Instructions for parents: Ask your children to read each one of the words that they write out loud to you.  
Correct their pronunciation if necessary.  If you have time, use each word in a sentence so your child 
understands its meaning and usage. 
 
 Noun                                           Noun + ‰                                    Noun + ƒÖ 

boy ‚¯ 

girl —º¯ 



deer À‘ò 

gold °›�Å 

movie °’�Ì¿º¥Å 

sky ×‘îÅ 

land µ’ÒÅ 

hand �� 

leaf ƒ�Ò 

bag �º 

shirt œª�¥ 

umbrella ��¥ 

basket ˜�¥ 

vadai ×�¥ 

thOsai þ°‘�œ 

silver —×èã’ 

cloth, clothing ³«’ 

cart, vehicle ×¯¦ 

lap À¦ 

box —ºª¦ 

fire °“ 



wall Ÿ×Ñ 

column à¯ 

spear þ×Ö 

tail ×‘Ö 

bow ×’Ö 

grass ½Ö 

eye �¯ 

wound ½¯ 

lie —º‘Ë 

arrow �Å½ 

ball º¹³ 

towel ³¯¨ 

beetle ×¯¨ 

shoe(s) —œÏ¿½ 

wind �‘íì 

calf �òì 

cooked rice þœ‘ì 

belly, stomach ×Æ’ì 

rope �Æ’ì 



nest ˜¨ 

goat ‚¨ 

hill þÀ¨ 

cage ˜¯¨ 

thing(s) œ‘À‘ò 

thing —º‘Ïè 

wing œ’é� 

lightning À’òîÖ 

heat (of the sun), 
sunlight 

—×Æ’Ö 

cold �ã’Ñ 

mouth ×‘Ë 

mat º‘Ë 

ear �‘³ 

flower ÀÒÑ 

bus þºÏ¹³ 

male goat �’¥‘ 

pigeon ½é‘ 

 



October 13, Part 2 

Translate the following sentences. 
1. ƒ¹° �°�× Ä¨. 
 
 
 
2. ‡î™� �¹° ¾ª�¥ °’é™� —°Ì’ÉÅ.   ¾ª¨3 – lock; °’é7 (s) -- open 
 
 
 
3. ƒ›� º‘�Ò œ’¹° ˜¥‘³.    œ’¹³3 (w) – spill 
 
 
 
4. µ‘ò ‡ò �ª¦Ò’Ö à›� þ×¯¨Å.   �ª¦Ö -- bed 
 
 
 
5. ‡î™� ‡ò °�ÒÆ�«�Æ º’¦™�Å.   °�ÒÆ�« -- pillow 
 
 
 
6. �¹° °¯«“Ì’Ö �ã’™�Ò‘Å.  ��° �¦™� ˜¥‘³. �ã’6 (s) -- shower, bathe 
 
 
 
7. µ“ �’«íé’Ö µ“¢œÖ �¦.  ‚íé’Ö µ“¢œÖ �¦™� ˜¥‘³.   

µ“¢œÖ �¦6 (s), µ“¹³3 (w) -- swim 
 
 
 
8. µ“ ˆò º‘´°’Ì´°’Ö °¯«“Ñ †íé þ×¯¨Å?    º‘´°’ÌÅ – bowl, container; †íì3 (w) – pour 
 
 
 
9. ƒ¹° ��¥Æ’Ö �×ñ™� ‡´°�î þºÑ —°Ì’ÉÅ?  ‡´°�î þºÑ? -- how many people? 
 
 
 
10. �×ñ™� ºÒ þºÑ —°Ì’ÉÅ.  �°î‘Ö �×ñ™� ƒ¹° ��¥�Æ º’¦™�Å.  

ºÒ – many, �°î‘Ö – therefore, for that reason 
 
 
 

11. �×Ñ Àª¨Å þ�è×’�è þ�ª�Ò‘Å. µ“ þ�ª� ˜¥‘³. Àª¨Å – only; þ�è5→þ�ª� -- ask 
 
 
 



12. (You) Look at the bird in the cage.  ˜¯¨ – cage; ºé�× – bird 
 
 
 

13. What time do you need to get up?  ‡à¹°’Ï7 (=‡à¹³ + ƒÏ7) (strong) – to get up 
 
 
 

14. (You) Sit in that chair.    µ‘í�‘Ò’ -- chair 
 
 
 
15. You should not throw the ball in the house. º¹³ – ball; ‡é’2→‡é’Æ (w), ×“Ÿ3 (w) – throw 
 
 
 

16. We need to sell this cow.     ×’Ö5→×’í� -- sell 
 
 
 
17. We need to cross this river in a boat.  º¥� – boat, �¥7 (s) – cross 
 
 
 
18. You should not put your finger in your mouth. ×’ÌÖ – finger; �×6 (s) – put 
 
 
 
19. He likes to suck his thumb.    �ª�¥ ×’ÌÖ – thumb; ¡¿½3 (w) – suck 
 
 
 
20. She needs to spray pesticide in the garden.   
þ°‘ª¥Å – garden; ¾¢œ’ ÀÏ¹³ – pesticide (¾¢œ’ = insect, ÀÏ¹³ = medicine); —°ã’6 (s) – spray 
 
 
 
21. How does she need to spray it? 
 
 
 
22. Spray it in the morning. 
 
 
 
23. I like to listen to her radio.   ×‘—î‘Ò’ - radio; þ�è5→þ�ª� -- listen to 



October 20  
Verbs like ×‘›�3 

 Present Future Past 

µ‘ò 
I 

µ‘ò ×‘›��’þéò 
I buy 

µ‘ò ×‘›�þ×ò 
I will buy

µ‘ò ×‘›�’þîò 
I bought 

�×ò 
he 

�×ò ×‘›��’é‘ò 
He buys 

�×ò ×‘›�×‘ò 
He will buy

�×ò ×‘›�’î‘ò 
He bought 

�×è 
she 

�×è ×‘›��’é‘è 
She buys 

�×è ×‘›�×‘è 
She will buy

�×è ×‘›�’î‘è 
She bought 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

�×Ñ ×‘›��’é‘Ñ 
He/She buys 

�×Ñ ×‘›�×‘Ñ 
He/She will buy

�×Ñ ×‘›�’î‘Ñ 
He/She bought 

 

We covered the conjugation of ×‘›�.  Now take a look at how to conjugate the verb º‘Ñ (=see).  
Verbs like  º‘Ñ6 

 Present Future Past 

µ‘ò 
I 

µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�’þéò 
I see 

µ‘ò º‘Ñ¿þºò 
I will see

µ‘ò º‘Ñ´þ°ò 
I saw 

�×ò 
he 

�×ò º‘Ñ™�’é‘ò 
He sees 

�×ò º‘Ñ¿º‘ò 
He will see

�×ò º‘Ñ´°‘ò 
He saw 

�×è 
she 

�×è º‘Ñ™�’é‘è 
She sees 

�×è º‘Ñ¿º‘è 
She will see

�×è º‘Ñ´°‘è 
She saw 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

�×Ñ º‘Ñ™�’é‘Ñ 
He/She sees 

�×Ñ º‘Ñ¿º‘Ñ 
He/She will see

�×Ñ º‘Ñ´°‘Ñ 
He/She saw 

 
[This part in parentheses is for those who are older and want more explanation.   
Whenever you want to translate the English “to verb” as in “to sing”, “to dance”, or “to buy” from English to 
Thamil, you always use the Infinitive verb form. 
The Infinitive is made as follows: Verb + � if weak, Verb + ™� if strong] 
 

×‘›� is a weak verb, so the Infinitive is ×‘›� 
 �×ò ŠÏ œª�¥ ×‘›� þ×¯¨Å.  He needs to buy a shirt. 
º‘Ñ is a strong verb, so the Infinitive is º‘Ñ™� 
 �×æ™� °’�Ì¿º¥›�è º‘Ñ™� º’¦™�Å. She likes to watch movies. 
 
The Future Tense usage in Thamil can have two different meanings. 
 �×è þÀ‘Ñ ×‘›�×‘è.   1. She will buy buttermilk. 

þÀ‘Ñ = buttermilk    2. She (regularly) buys buttermilk.



More Class 3 Verbs like ×‘›� 

Verb  Verb  
�àÚ �� wash  hand 
Ä¨ �°Ú close  door 
�Ýíì —œÏ¿½ remove shoe 
˜ª¨ °�Ì sweep  floor 
œ¿½ À’ª¥‘Ë suck candy 
×’�ãÆ‘¨ �¯«‘Ä¢œ’, œ¨�¨, 

ºÖÒ‘›�Ý’, ‚¨½Ò’ ‚ª¥Å 
play hide-and-go-seek and 

other games 
×’ã™�/³Ò™� ºÖ brush tooth, teeth 
œ“Ú °�Ò comb head, (hair) 
�ª¨ ×“¨ build  house 
�ª¨ þ×ª¦, þœ�Ò tie on, wear vEtti, sari 
à›�  sleep  
—×ª¨ ÀÌÅ, Ã¦ cut  wood/tree, hair 
à™� ×‘ã’ lift bucket 
‡à³ �¦°Å, þ°ÑÚ write letter, test 
�´³  scream  
�‘ª¨  show  
†íì º‘Ö, °¯«“Ñ pour  
œ’¹³ º‘Ö, °¯«“Ñ spill  
þºŸ  speak  
À‘íì œª�¥ change shirt 
‚¨ µ¥îÅ dance  
º‘¨ º‘ª¨/º‘¥Ö, °‘Ò‘ª¨ sing song, lullaby 
°’Ï¨  steal  
°’Ï¿½  turn  
°èæ  push  
þ°¨  search for  
×“Ÿ º¹³, �Ö throw ball, rock 
…¨´³ þ×ª¦, þœ�Ò, ½¥�× wear vEtti, sari 
µ’ì´³  stop  
°’ª¨  scold  
‹ª¨  drive  
×’Ìª¨ µ‘Ë, „ chase away dog, fly 
ºÆòº¨´³  use  
µ’�îÛª¨  remind  
¾ª¨ �°Ú lock door 
µ’Ì¿½ ×‘ã’, º‘´°’ÌÅ fill bucket, pot 
�Ý�º¨´³  beautify  
*þº‘  go  
*‚  become  



Translate the following to English. 
1. �×è ‡ò �¦�‘Ì´�° °’Ï¦î‘è. 

2. Æ‘Ñ �×�î °’ª¦î‘Ñ? 

3. �×ò Æ‘�Ì °’ª¨�’é‘ò? 

4. �×è ƒ¿—º‘à³ —œÏ¿�º �Ýíì�’é‘è. 

5. µ‘ò �‘�ÒÆ’Ö °�Ò�Æ œ“Úþ×ò. 

6. �×è þµíì ‚¦î‘è. 

7. µ‘ò �×�î °èã’þîò. 

8. �ÅÀ‘ ��¥Æ’Ö À‘ÅºÝÅ ×‘›��’é‘Ñ. 

9. �×ò ƒ¹° �°�× ¾ª¦î‘î‘? 

10. �×è þÀ�¥Æ’Ö ‚¨×‘ã‘?  ƒÖ�Ò, �×è ×“ª¦Ö Àª¨Å ‚¨×‘è. 

11. µ‘ò µ‘�ã þÀ�¥Æ’Ö þºŸþ×ò. 

12. �×Ñ ‡Ü×ãÚ þµÌÅ ×’�ãÆ‘¦î‘Ñ? 

13. ‚íé’Ö µ“¹° ˜¥‘³. �°î‘Ö µ‘ò �’«íé’Ö µ“¹³þ×ò. 

14. �×è �¯«‘Ä¢œ’ ×’�ãÆ‘¨�’é‘è. 

15. �×ò °’Ï¥ò. �×ñ™� —œÏ¿½�è º’¦™�Å. �°î‘Ö �×ò —œÏ¿½�è °’Ï¨×‘ò. 

16. µ‘ò �òé‘¥Å ºÖ�Ò ×’ã™�þ×ò.   �òé‘¥Å = daily 



17. �×Ñ ‡¿—º‘à³Å °À’Ý’Ö þºŸ×‘Ñ.   ‡¿—º‘à³Å = always 

18. ‡ò �º �‘þ«‘Å. ��° µ‘ò þ°¥ þ×¯¨Å.  �‘þ«‘Å = not seen, not in sight 

19. µ‘ò �òé‘¥Å ‡ª¨ À«’ þµÌÅ à›�þ×ò. 

In the following sentences, the underlined word is wrong.  Replace it with the correct word and translate. 
1. �×ò œª�¥�Æ À‘íì×‘è. 

2. �×Ñ ‡›�è ×“ª�¥ �ª¨�’þéò. 

3. µ‘ò þµíì �¹° °�Ì�Æ ˜ª¦î‘è. 

4. °Åº’ º‘Ö œ’¹°’î‘è.  (choose from the following to replace °Åº’: �¿º‘, µ‘ò, °›��) 

Translate the following sentences to Thamil. 
1. She likes to sing. 

2. Throw the ball! 

3. You should not cut down this tree. 

4. She is wearing a green sari. 

5. She always wears saris. 

6. He always wears a white vEtti. 

7. Tomorrow I will take a test.  (use the verb ‡à³) 

8. She danced. 

9. I reminded father. 



More Class 6 Verbs like º‘Ñ6 
Verb  Verb  
º¦ —œË°’´°‘è, ½´°�Å read newspaper, book 
�¦  bite  
…�¥  break  
‡¨  take  
�¦  hit  
�ã’  bathe, shower  
º’¦  catch, hold  
�×  put  
—�‘¨  give  
À¦ ³«’, �‘�’°Å fold clothes, paper 
³�× ³«’ wash clothes 
Šã’  hide  
�¦ °¯«“Ñ, º‘Ö, þÀ‘Ñ drink water, milk, buttermilk 
Ã¦ þ×�Ò finish work 
œ�À  cook  
‡Ì’ �¿�º, ×’é� burn trash, firewood 
ºé’ ¾ pluck flower 
�Ý’  destroy  
�’Ý’ ³«’, �‘�’°Å tear, rip clothes, paper 
�‘¯º’  show  
�íº’  teach  
À’°’  step on  
œ’¹°’, µ’�î, þÆ‘œ’  think  
�×î’  care for  
—º‘ì  tolerate, be patient  
—°‘�Ò  lose  
œ’Ì’  laugh, smile  
�¯¨º’¦  find  
 



Quiz, October 27 
 
Directions: Read the questions one at a time and ask the student to translate to Thamil.  Give about 60 
seconds for each sentence (no more than 90 seconds).  The words on the right hand side are hints that can be 
provided with each question if necessary. 
 
1. She likes me. 
2. She needs me. 
3. We need to drink water.   drink = �¦6 (strong) 
4. Do they like to sing?   sing = º‘¨3 (weak) 
5. I like to read this newspaper  newspaper = —œË°’´°‘è, read = º¦6 (strong) 
6. We want to buy this pen.   pen = þºî‘, buy = ×‘›�3 
7. Play in the river!    river = ‚ì, play = ×’�ãÆ‘¨3 
8. You should not throw that into the well. well = �’«ì, throw = ×“Ÿ3 (weak) or ‡é’2 (weak) 
9. She will run.    run = ‹¨3 

10. He slept yesterday.   yesterday = þµíì 
11. I sleep at 9 o’clock every day.     daily = �òé‘¥Å, nine = Šòº³, o’clock = À«’™� 
 
(“I go to sleep at 9 o’clock every day.” is the sentence that people would use in English.  I have given the 
other version to make it a little bit easier to think about the correct translation to thamil.) 
 
 
1. �×æ™� ‡ò�î º’¦™�Å. 
2. �×æ™� µ‘ò þ×¯¨Å. 
3. µ‘Å/µ‘›�è °¯«“Ñ �¦™� þ×¯¨Å. 
4. �×Ñ�æ™� º‘¥ º’¦™�À‘? 
5. ‡î™� ƒ¹° —œË°’´°‘�ã º¦™� º’¦™�Å. 
6. µ‘Å ƒ¹° þºî‘�× ×‘›� þ×¯¨Å. 
7. (µ“) ‚íé’Ö ×’�ãÆ‘¨! 
8. µ“ ��° �’«íé’Ö ×“œ/‡é’Æ ˜¥‘³. 
9. �×è ‹¨×‘è. 
10. �×ò þµíì à›�’î‘ò. 
11. µ‘ò �òé‘¥Å Šòº³ À«’™� à›�þ×ò. 



Oct 27.    Translate the following sentences which contain verbs like º‘Ñ6 

1. �×Ï™� ��°�è º¦™� º’¦™�Å.    story = ��° 
 
 
2. °Åº’: �ÅÀ‘, �¯«ò ‡ò�î �¦´°‘ò. 
  �ÅÀ‘: µ“ °Åº’�Æ �¦™� ˜¥‘³. 
 
 

3. —º¯: µ‘ò À‘´°’�Ì�Æ �¦™�Ò‘À‘?   pill = À‘´°’�Ì, bite, chew = �¦6 

  �¿º‘: �¦™� ˜¥‘³.  µ“ ��° ×’à›� þ×¯¨Å.  swallow = ×’à›�3 (←like ×‘›�3) 
 
 
 
4. µ¯ºÑ: ‡ò þÀ‘°’Ì´�° �×ò ‡›þ� �¯¨º’¦´°‘ò? 
   µ‘ò: …òñ�¥Æ þÀ‘°’Ì´�° ƒ¹° —ºª¦Æ’Ö �¯¨º’¦´°‘ò. 
 
 
 
5. ƒ¹° �¯«‘¦�Æ Æ‘Ñ …�¥´°‘Ñ? 
 
 

6. �ÅÀ‘ —×ã’þÆ ÀÖÒ’¿¾ ºé’™�’é‘Ñ.    jasmine = ÀÖÒ’¿¾ 
 
 

7. µ‘ò �òé‘¥Å ƒÌ×’Ö �ã’¿þºò.  �×è �‘�ÒÆ’Ö �ã’¿º‘è.  night = ƒÌÚ 
 
 
 
8. �™�‘ °Åº’�Æ �×î’™�’é‘è. 
 
 
9. �™�‘�× °Åº’ �×î’™�’é‘ò. 
 
 
1. She sees me. 
 
 
2. I saw her in the library.      library = áÒ�Å 
 
 
3. I will laugh.        laugh = œ’Ì’ 
 
 
4. He drinks only milk.      only = Àª¨Å, drink = �¦ 
 
 
5. Father reads stories. 



November 3, Part 2  Translation Exercises 
1. �×�î Æ‘Ñ �¦´°‘Ñ?   hit = �¦6 
 
 
 
2. �×ò Æ‘�Ì �¦´°‘ò? 
 
 
 

3. �™�‘ °Åº’�Æ °èæ�’é‘è.  push = °èæ3 
 
 
 
4. �™�‘�× °Åº’ °èæ�’é‘ò. 
 
 
 
5. I broke my bicycle.     break = …�¥6 ; bicycle = À’°’×¯¦ 
 
 
 
6. Father will repair my bicycle.   fix, repair = ºà³ º‘Ñ6

  
 
 
 
7. Maaran is writing a letter.    À‘éò ; write = ‡à³3 ; letter = �¦°Å 
 
 
 
8. Kalaiselvi washed pots yesterday.  ��Ò¢—œÖ×’ ; wash = �àÚ3 ; pot = º‘´°’ÌÅ 
          yesterday = þµíì  
 
 
 
9. Today she is washing dirty clothes.   today = ƒòì ; wash = ³�×6

 ;  

dirty clothes = �à™� ³«’ 
 
 
 
 
10. Elango caught two fish.    ƒã›þ�‘ ; catch = º’¦6 ; fish = À“ò 
 
 
 
11. Mother will cook one fish.   cook = œ�À6 
 
 
 
12. I will give one fish to you.   give = —�‘¨6 



 
 
 
13. I am drinking buttermilk.    buttermilk = þÀ‘Ñ ; drink = �¦6 
 
 
 
14. He lost my money.    lose = —°‘�Ò6 ; money = º«Å 
 
 
 
15. How much did he lose?    
 
 
 
16. I will find it.     find = �¯¨º’¦6 
 
 
 
17. She will stitch his shirts.    stitch = �°6 ; shirt = œª�¥ 
 
 
 
18. How many will she stitch?    
 
 
 
19. I am sailing my boat in the lake.  boat = º¥� ; lake = ˆÌ’ ; sail, drive = ‹ª¨3 
 
 
 
 
20. He will sail a ship in the ocean.   ship = �¿ºÖ ; ocean = �¥Ö 
 
 
 
 
21. Malar collected water in a bucket. ÀÒÑ ; collect in a bucket, catch = º’¦6 ; bucket = ×‘ã’ 
 
 
 
 
22. She teaches science in the mornings.  science = �é’×’ÆÖ ; teach = �íº’6 
 
 
 
23. She studies math in the evenings at 5 o’clock.      study = º¦6 ; evening = À‘�Ò ;  

o’clock = À«’™�; math = �«’°Å 



November 3, Part 1 
To complete these exercises, use the first page of (Oct 27 Handout.pdf) or (Oct 20.pdf).  That page has two 
charts.  The first chart shows how to conjugate the verb ×‘›�. The second chart shows conjugation of the 
verb º‘Ñ.   
In the exercises below, if a verb is like ×‘›�3, it will be written like this: ‚¨3, ×’�ãÆ‘¨3 
If a verb is like º‘Ñ6, it will be written like this: —�‘¨6, �¦6 
 
Directions: Translate the sentences in part a. and part b. of each question.  Use the example sentence as a 
guide.  And use the charts if necessary. 
 
1. �×è à›��’é‘è. = She sleeps.    sleep = à›�3 
a. She will sleep.      b.  He sleeps. 
 
Answer: �×è à›�×‘è.     Answer: �×ò à›��’é‘ò. 
 
 
2. µ‘ò ¾ ºé’™�’þéò. = I pluck flowers.   pluck = ºé’6 
a. I plucked flowers.      b. He plucks flowers. 
 
 
 
 
3. �¿º‘ ‡ò �¯«‘¦�Æ ³�¥´°‘Ñ. = Father wiped my glasses.  wipe = ³�¥6 
a. Father will wipe my glasses.    b. She wiped my glasses. 
 
 
 
 
4. �×ò …ò�î µÅ½×‘ò. = He will believe you.  believe = µÅ½3 
a. He believed you.      b. I will believe you. 
 
 
 
 
5. µ‘ò þ×�Ò Ã¦™�’þéò. = I finish the work.  finish = Ã¦6 
a. I finished the work.      b. I will finish the work. 
 
 
 
 
6. �ÅÀ‘ ƒ¹° þ×�Ò�Æ ºÝ��’é‘Ñ. = Mother is learning this work.  learn = ºÝ�3 
a. Mother will learn this work.    b. Mother learned this work. 
 
 
 
 

7. �º’Òò ‚íé’Ö µ“¢œÖ �¦¿º‘ò. = Kabilan will swim in the river.     swim = µ“¢œÖ �¦6 
a. Kabilan swam in the river.     b. I will swim in the river. 
 
 



8. µ‘ò �¥Ò’Ö µ“¹°’þîò. = I swam in the ocean.  swim = µ“¹³3 
a. I am swimming in the ocean.    b. I will swim in the ocean. 
 
 
 
 
9. �¿º‘ �¹° µ‘�Æ ×’Ìª¨�’é‘Ñ. = Father is chasing away that dog.    chase away = ×’Ìª¨3 
a. She is chasing that dog away.    b.  Father chased that dog away. 
 
 
 
 
10. �×è ��° ‡¨¿º‘è. = She will take that.  take = ‡¨6 
a. She takes that.      b. I will take that. 
  



November 10   Negatives 
 
The negative is formed using the Infinitive form.  Here is a quick review of the infinitive verb form. 
Verbs like ×‘›�3  Infinitive = Verb + � 

   ×‘›�3    ×‘›� 

   �àÚ 3    �à× 

   þºŸ3     þºœ 
   À‘íì3    À‘íé 

Verbs like º‘Ñ6  Infinitive = Verb + ™� 
   º‘Ñ6     º‘Ñ™� 

   —�‘¨6    —�‘¨™� 

   �ã’6     �ã’™� 
 
As we have learned, the following verbs and endings can be added to the Infinitive verb forms above: 
1. þ×¯¨Å  2. ˜¥‘³  3. º’¦™�Å  4. —°Ì’ÉÅ  5. –Ò‘Å  6. –ª¨Å 
 
** Note: The negative forms in the Past and Present are the same for all nouns!! 

Verbs like ×‘›�3 

 Present Future Past 

µ‘ò 
I 

µ‘ò ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
I do not buy 

µ‘ò ×‘›�À‘ªþ¥ò
I will not buy

µ‘ò ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
I did not buy 

�×ò 
he 

�×ò ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
He does not buy 

�×ò ×‘›�À‘ª¥‘ò
He will not buy

�×ò ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
He did not buy 

�×è 
she 

�×è ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
She does not buy 

�×è ×‘›�À‘ª¥‘è
She will not buy

�×è ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
She did not buy 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

�×Ñ ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
He/She does not buy 

�×Ñ ×‘›�À‘ª¥‘Ñ 
He/She will not buy

�×Ñ ×‘›�×’Ö�Ò 
He/She did not buy 

Verbs like  º‘Ñ6 

 Present Future Past 

µ‘ò 
I 

µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
I do not see 

µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�À‘ªþ¥ò
I will not see

µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
I did not see 

�×ò 
he 

�×ò º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
He does not see 

�×ò º‘Ñ™�À‘ª¥‘ò
He will not see

�×ò º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
He did not see 

�×è 
she 

�×è º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
She does not see 

�×è º‘Ñ™�À‘ª¥‘è
She will not see

�×è º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
She did not see 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

�×Ñ º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
He/She does not see 

�×Ñ º‘Ñ™�À‘ª¥‘Ñ
He/She will not see

�×Ñ º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò 
He/She did not see 

 
Exercises: Write the negative form of all sentences in the Nov 3, Part I exercises (1-10, a and b).



November 17 
 
×‘›�3 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò µ‘ò ×‘›��’þéò 

I buy
µ‘ò ×‘›�þ×ò 

I will buy 
µ‘ò ×‘›�’þîò 

I bought
µ“ 

you 
-‚Ë µ“ ×‘›��’é‘Ë 

You buy
µ“ ×‘›�×‘Ë 

You will buy 
µ“ ×‘›�’î‘Ë 

You bought
�×ò 

he 
-‚ò �×ò ×‘›��’é‘ò 

He buys
�×ò ×‘›�×‘ò 

He will buy 
�×ò ×‘›�’î‘ò 

He bought
�×è 

she 
-‚è �×è ×‘›��’é‘è 

She buys
�×è ×‘›�×‘è 

She will buy 
�×è ×‘›�’î‘è 

She bought
�×Ñ 

He/She 
-‚Ñ �×Ñ ×‘›��’é‘Ñ 

He/She buys
�×Ñ ×‘›�×‘Ñ 

He/She will buy 
�×Ñ ×‘›�’î‘Ñ 

He/She bought
�³ 

it 
-�³ �³ ×‘›��’é³ 

It buys
�³ ×‘›�Å 

It will buy 
�³ ×‘›�’î³ 

It bought
µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 

we 
-‹Å µ‘Å ×‘›��’þé‘Å 

We buy
µ‘Å ×‘›�þ×‘Å 

We will buy 
µ‘Å ×‘›�’þî‘Å 

We bought
µ“›�è 

you all, You 
-„Ñ�è µ“›�è ×‘›��’é“Ñ�è 

You all buy
µ“›�è ×‘›�×“Ñ�è 

You all will buy 
µ“›�è ×‘›�’î“Ñ�è 

You all bought
�×Ñ�è 

They 
-‚Ñ�è �×Ñ�è ×‘›��’é‘Ñ�è

They buy
�×Ñ�è ×‘›�×‘Ñ�è

They will buy 
�×Ñ�è ×‘›�’î‘Ñ�è

They bought
 
º‘Ñ6 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�’þéò 

I see
µ‘ò º‘Ñ¿þºò 

I will see 
µ‘ò º‘Ñ´þ°ò 

I saw
µ“ 

you 
-‚Ë µ“ º‘Ñ™�’é‘Ë 

You see
µ“ º‘Ñ¿º‘Ë 

You will see 
µ“ º‘Ñ´°‘Ë 

You saw
�×ò 

he 
-‚ò �×ò º‘Ñ™�’é‘ò 

He sees
�×ò º‘Ñ¿º‘ò 

He will see 
�×ò º‘Ñ´°‘ò 

He saw
�×è 

she 
-‚è �×è º‘Ñ™�’é‘è 

She sees
�×è º‘Ñ¿º‘è 

She will see 
�×è º‘Ñ´°‘è 

She saw
�×Ñ 

He/She 
-‚Ñ �×Ñ º‘Ñ™�’é‘Ñ 

He/She sees
�×Ñ º‘Ñ¿º‘Ñ 

He/She will see 
�×Ñ º‘Ñ´°‘Ñ 

He/She saw
�³ 

it 
-�³ �³ º‘Ñ™�’é³ 

It sees
�³ º‘Ñ™�Å 

It will see 
�³ º‘Ñ´°³ 

It saw
µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 

we 
-‹Å µ‘Å º‘Ñ™�’þé‘Å 

We see
µ‘Å º‘Ñ¿þº‘Å 

We will see 
µ‘Å º‘Ñ´þ°‘Å 

We saw
µ“›�è 

you all, You 
-„Ñ�è µ“›�è º‘Ñ™�’é“Ñ�è 

You all see
µ“›�è º‘Ñ¿º“Ñ�è 

You all will see 
µ“›�è º‘Ñ´°“Ñ�è 

You all saw
�×Ñ�è 

They 
-‚Ñ�è �×Ñ�è º‘Ñ™�’é‘Ñ�è

They see
�×Ñ�è º‘Ñ¿º‘Ñ�è 

They will see 
�×Ñ�è º‘Ñ´°‘Ñ�è

They saw
 
Future tense for �³ = Infinitive + …Å. Remember, for weak verbs like ×‘›�3, Infinitive = Verb + � 
              for strong verbs like º‘Ñ6, Infinitive = Verb + ™� 



Fill in the chart with verbs only.  Fill it in from TOP TO BOTTOM in the three columns. 
Ä¨3 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò 

I close I will close I closed 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë 
You close You will close You closed 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò 
He closes He will close He closed

�×è 
she 

-‚è 
She closes She will close She closed

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ 
He/She closes He/She will close He/She closed

�³ 
it 

-�³ 
It closes It will close It closed 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å 
We close We will close We closed 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è 
You all close You all will close You all closed 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è 
They close They will close They closed 

 
—�‘¨6 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò 

I give I will give I gave 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë 
You give You will give You gave 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò 
He gives He will give He gave

�×è 
she 

-‚è 
She gives She will give She gave

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ 
He/She gives He/She will give He/She gave

�³ 
it 

-�³ 
It gives It will give It gave 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å 
We give We will give We gave 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è 
You all give You all will give You all gave 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è 
They give They will give They gave 



Fill in the chart with verbs only.  Fill it in from LEFT TO RIGHT. 
�àÚ3 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò 

I wash I will wash I washed 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë 
You wash You will wash You washed 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò 
He washes He will wash He washed

�×è 
she 

-‚è 
She washes She will wash She washed

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ 
He/She washes He/She will wash He/She washed

�³ 
it 

-�³ 
It washes It will wash It washed 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å 
We wash We will wash We washed 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è 
You all wash You all will wash You all washed 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è 
They wash They will wash They washed 

 
�¦6 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò 

I drink I will drink I drank 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë 
You drink You will drink You drank 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò 
He drinks He will drink He drank

�×è 
she 

-‚è 
She drinks She will drink She drank

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ 
He/She drinks He/She will drink He/She drank

�³ 
it 

-�³ 
It drinks It will drink It drank 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å 
We drink We will drink We drank 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è 
You all drink You all will drink You all drank 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è 
They drink They will drink They drank 



November 17 
 
×‘›�3 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò µ‘ò -�’þéò µ‘ò -þ×ò µ‘ò - ’þîò 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë µ“ -�’é‘Ë µ“ -×‘Ë µ“ - ’î‘Ë 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò �×ò -�’é‘ò �×ò -×‘ò �×ò - ’î‘ò 

�×è 
she 

-‚è �×è -�’é‘è �×è -×‘è �×è - ’î‘è 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ �×Ñ -�’é‘Ñ �×Ñ -×‘Ñ �×Ñ - ’î‘Ñ 

�³ 
it 

-�³ �³ -�’é³ �³ -Å �³ - ’î³ 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å µ‘Å -�’þé‘Å µ‘Å -þ×‘Å µ‘Å - ’þî‘Å 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è µ“›�è -�’é“Ñ�è µ“›�è -×“Ñ�è µ“›�è - ’î“Ñ�è 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -�’é‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -×‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è - ’î‘Ñ�è 

 
º‘Ñ6 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò µ‘ò -™�’þéò µ‘ò -¿þºò µ‘ò -´þ°ò 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë µ“ -™�’é‘Ë µ“ -¿º‘Ë µ“ -´°‘Ë 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò �×ò -™�’é‘ò �×ò -¿º‘ò �×ò -´°‘ò 

�×è 
she 

-‚è �×è -™�’é‘è �×è -¿º‘è �×è -´°‘è 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ �×Ñ -™�’é‘Ñ �×Ñ -¿º‘Ñ �×Ñ -´°‘Ñ 

�³ 
it 

-�³ �³ -™�’é³ �³ –™�Å �³ -´°³ 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å µ‘Å -™�’þé‘Å µ‘Å -¿þº‘Å µ‘Å -´þ°‘Å 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è µ“›�è –™�’é“Ñ�è µ“›�è -¿º“Ñ�è µ“›�è -´°“Ñ�è 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -™�’é‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -¿º‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -´°‘Ñ�è 

 
Future tense for �³ = Infinitive + …Å. Remember, for weak verbs like ×‘›�, Infinitive = Verb + � 
              for strong verbs like º‘Ñ, Infinitive = Verb + ™� 



January 12  Verbs like ƒÏ7 
 
ƒÏ7 Ending Present Future Past 
µ‘ò 

I 
-ˆò µ‘ò -™�’þéò µ‘ò -¿þºò µ‘ò -¹þ°ò 

µ“ 
you 

-‚Ë µ“ -™�’é‘Ë µ“ -¿º‘Ë µ“ -¹°‘Ë 

�×ò 
he 

-‚ò �×ò –™�’é‘ò �×ò -¿º‘ò �×ò -¹°‘ò 

�×è 
she 

-‚è �×è –™�’é‘è �×è -¿º‘è �×è -¹°‘è 

�×Ñ 
He/She 

-‚Ñ �×Ñ -™�’é‘Ñ �×Ñ -¿º‘Ñ �×Ñ -¹°‘Ñ 

�³ 
it 

-�³ �³ -™�’é³ �³ –™�Å �³ -¹°³ 

µ‘Å/µ‘›�è 
we 

-‹Å µ‘Å -™�’þé‘Å µ‘Å -¿þº‘Å µ‘Å -¹þ°‘Å 

µ“›�è 
you all, You 

-„Ñ�è µ“›�è –™�’é“Ñ�è µ“›�è -¿º“Ñ�è µ“›�è -¹°“Ñ�è 

�×Ñ�è 
They 

-‚Ñ�è �×Ñ�è –™�’é‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -¿º‘Ñ�è �×Ñ�è -¹°‘Ñ�è 

 
ƒÏ7 is a strong verb, so Infinitive = Verb + ™� 
 
×‘›�3 µ‘ò ×‘›��’þéò  µ‘ò ×‘›�þ×ò  µ‘ò ×‘›�’þîò 

º‘Ñ6  µ‘ò º‘Ñ™�’þéò  µ‘ò º‘Ñ¿þºò  µ‘ò º‘Ñ´þ°ò 

ƒÏ7  µ‘ò ƒÏ™�’þéò  µ‘ò ƒÏ¿þºò  µ‘ò ƒÏ¹þ°ò 

 

‹ª¨3  µ‘ò ‹ª¨�’þéò  µ‘ò ‹ª¨þ×ò  µ‘ò ‹ª¦þîò 

º¦6
  µ‘ò º¦™�’þéò  µ‘ò º¦¿þºò  µ‘ò º¦´þ°ò 

°’é7  µ‘ò °’é™�’þéò  µ‘ò °’é¿þºò  µ‘ò °’é¹þ°ò 
 
Exercises 
Make sentences with the verb and noun provided in the correct tense.  Then translate the sentence to English.  
The first one has been done for you. 
1. Noun: µ‘ò  Verb: Àé7  Tense: past 
Answer: µ‘ò Àé¹þ°ò.  I forgot 
 
2. Noun: �¯«ò  Verb: �¦6     Tense: Future 
 
 
  
3. Noun: µ‘Ë   Verb: ��Ì6 = bark    Tense: Present 
 



 
4. Noun: ‚œ’Ì’ÆÑ  Verb: �´³3 = scream   Tense: Past 
 
 
 
5. Noun: �Ý¹�°  Verb: º’é7 = be born    Tense: Past 
 
 
 
6. Noun: µ‘Å   Verb: ×’�ãÆ‘¨3    Tense: Present 
 
 
 
7. Noun: µ“›�è  Verb: ƒÝ7 = to lose (something)  Tense: Future 
 
 
 
Translate the following 
1. a. You need to open the door.  open = °’é7, door = �°Ú 
 
 
 
b. I did not open the door. 
 
 
 
c. When will he open the door? 
 
 
 
d. She opened the door. 
 
 
 
2. a. We will write a letter.   write = ‡à³3, letter = �¦°Å 
 
 
 
b. Does she like to write letters? 
 
 
 
c. I wrote this letter. 
 
 
 
d. They did not write a letter. 



More Verbs like ƒÏ7 

�¦Æ’Ï live 
°’é open 
º’é be born 
ºé fly 
ƒé die 
ƒÝ lose (something) 
�é milk 
µ¥ walk 
À« marry 
�¥ cross (over) 
�’¥ be somewhere 
×’Æ be surprised 
�Ò mix 
 

More Verbs like …ª�‘Ñ2 

�«’ wear 
�î’ crouch, put head down 
…«Ñ feel 
À�’â be happy 
��¥ achieve a state of something 
��Ò roam, wander 
þÀË graze 
�¦—ºÆÑ move (to a different place) 
‡é’ throw 
�ÀÑ sit 
×‘â live 
‡à rise 
Šã’ to hide (oneself) 
×’à fall 
×�Ì draw 
º‘Ë flow 
 
More Verbs like œ‘¿º’¨4 
—°‘¨ touch 
Ÿ¨ shoot; make thOsai or vadai 
˜¿º’¨ call 
þº‘¨ put 
½é¿º¨ leave (a place) 
×’¨ leave (something) 
þ�‘º¿º¨ be angry 
�Åº’¨ pray 
—×ã’Æ’¨ release/publish a book 
µ¨ plant (a tree) 
—�¨ go bad 
�‘Æ¿º¨, ½¯º¨ get hurt 
  



January 19 Verbs like …ª�‘Ñ2 

Verb Type Present Future Past Infinitive 

…ª�‘Ñ -�’í 
…ª�‘Ñ�’é‘ò

-Ü 
…ª�‘Ñ×‘ò

-¹´ 
…ª�‘Ñ¹°‘ò 

-� 
…ª�‘Ì

×‘›� -�’í 
×‘›��’é‘ò

-Ü 
×‘›�×‘ò

-’ò 
×‘›�’î‘ò 

-� 
×‘›�

º‘Ñ -™�’í 
º‘Ñ™�’é‘ò

-¿¿ 
º‘Ñ¿º‘ò

-´´ 
º‘Ñ´°‘ò 

-™� 
º‘Ñ™�

ƒÏ -™�’í 
ƒÏ™�’é‘ò

-¿¿ 
ƒÏ¿º‘ò

-¹´ 
ƒÏ¹°‘ò 

-™� 
ƒÏ™�

 
Translate the following sentences. 
1. Will she translate this question?  question = þ�è×’, translate = —À‘Ý’—ºÆÑ6 
 
 
 

2. The cow grazes in the field. cow = À‘¨, field = �‘¨, graze = þÀË2 
 
 
 
3. We live in America.  live = ×‘â2 
 
 
 

4. They live in that house.  live = �¦Æ’Ï7 
 
 
 

5. The soldier died in the war. soldier = º�¥×“Ìò, œ’¿º‘Ë ; war = þº‘Ñ ; die = ƒé7 
 
 
 
6. You should not walk here.  walk = µ¥7 
 
 
 
7. Little brother fell down.  He will get up.  fall down = ×’à2, get up = ‡à2 
 
 
 
 

8. His water is sweet.   to be sweet = ƒî’6 



January 26  “am doing” Verb 
You have already learned how to make the present, future, past, and infinitive verb forms.  There is a 

another important verb form called the Adverbial Participle, which we will abbreviate from now on as 
“AvP”.  Notice in the chart below that this verb form is very similar to the past tense. 

Verb Type Present Future Past Infinitive AvP 

…ª�‘Ñ2 -�’í- 
…ª�‘Ñ�’é‘ò 

-Ü- 
…ª�‘Ñ×‘ò

-¹´- 
…ª�‘Ñ¹°‘ò

-� 
…ª�‘Ì 

-¹³ 
…ª�‘Ñ¹³

×‘›�3 -�’í- 
×‘›��’é‘ò 

-Ü- 
×‘›�×‘ò

-’ò- 
×‘›�’î‘ò

-� 
×‘›� 

-ƒ 
×‘›�’

º‘Ñ6 -™�’í- 
º‘Ñ™�’é‘ò 

-¿¿- 
º‘Ñ¿º‘ò

-´´- 
º‘Ñ´°‘ò

-™� 
º‘Ñ™� 

-´³ 
º‘Ñ´³

ƒÏ7 -™�’í- 
ƒÏ™�’é‘ò 

-¿¿- 
ƒÏ¿º‘ò

-¹´- 
ƒÏ¹°‘ò

-™� 
ƒÏ™� 

-¹³ 
ƒÏ¹³

Examples: µ‘ò …ª�‘Ñ¹³ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’þéò.  I am sitting. 
�×ò ‡ò�î �¦´³ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘ò.  He is hitting at me.  (�¦6

 = hit) 
�¿º‘ ��¥Æ’Ö º‘Ö ×‘›�’ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘Ñ. Father is buying milk in the store. 
°Åº’ º‘Ö �é¹³ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘ò.       Little brother is milking (the cow). (�é7 = milk) 
 
The AvP can be used in combination with —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7 to make a different form of the present tense 
as you see in the sentences above.  (It can also be used by itself.  We will learn that next week.)  This form of 
the present tense is used more often than the form of the present tense that you know already. 
 

Converbial + —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7 = am doing Verb (right now) 
 
Write the converbial of the following verbs. 
1. ×�Ì2 
 

2. µ¥7 
 

3. þºŸ3 
 

4. �ã’6 
 

5. °’é7 
 

6. ×‘â2 
 

7.  —×ª¨3 
 
8. —�‘¨6 
 
9. þÀË2 

 
Translate the following sentences using the AvP + —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7 construction. 
10. They are wearing saris.  (wear = �«’2; sari = þœ�Ò, ½¥�×) 
 
 
 
11. We are talking.  (þºŸ3; �Ìª�¥ �¦6) 
 
 
 
12. I am sleeping.  (à›�3) 
 
 



 
13. The cow is grazing.  (graze = þÀË2) 
 
 
 
14. The dog is running.  (‹¨3) 
 
 
 
15. They are washing clothes.  (clothes = ³«’; wash = ³�×6) 
 
 
 
16. She is drawing kolams.  (draw = ×�Ì2; kolam = þ�‘ÒÅ) 
 
 
 
17. Father is sleeping on the thinnai.  (thinnai = °’¯�«; à›�3)  
 
 
 
18. The water is flowing in the vaaykkaal.  (flow = º‘Ë2) 
 
 
 

19. You are laughing. (laugh = œ’Ì’6) 
 
 
 

20. I am hiding.  (hide = Šã’2) 
 
 
 
21. We are drinking milk.  (º‘Ö; �¦6) 
 
 
 

22. They are walking to school.  (ºèã’™�; µ¥7) 
 
 
 
 
Plan for upcoming class: 
1. learn how to conjugate verbs like œ‘¿º’¨4   

œ‘¿º’¨�’þéò, œ¿º’¨þ×ò, œ‘¿º’ªþ¥ò 
2. learn another use of the AvP 
 �×è ‡ò�î º‘Ñ´³ œ’Ì’´°‘è. 
 µ‘ò …èþã …ª�‘Ñ¹³ º¦¿þºò. 



February 2  Verbs like œ‘¿º’¨4 ; Use of the AvP 
 

Verb Type Present Future Past Infinitive AvP 

…ª�‘Ñ2 -�’í- 
…ª�‘Ñ�’é‘ò 

-Ü- 
…ª�‘Ñ×‘ò

-¹´- 
…ª�‘Ñ¹°‘ò

-� 
…ª�‘Ì 

-¹³ 
…ª�‘Ñ¹³

×‘›�3 -�’í- 
×‘›��’é‘ò 

-Ü- 
×‘›�×‘ò

-’ò- 
×‘›�’î‘ò

-� 
×‘›� 

-ƒ 
×‘›�’

œ‘¿º’¨4 -�’í- 
œ‘¿º’¨�’é‘ò 

-Ü- 
œ‘¿º’¨×‘ò

-ªª- 
œ‘¿º’ª¥‘ò

-� 
œ‘¿º’¥ 

-ª¨ 
œ‘¿º’ª¨

º‘Ñ6 -™�’í- 
º‘Ñ™�’é‘ò 

-¿¿- 
º‘Ñ¿º‘ò

-´´- 
º‘Ñ´°‘ò

-™� 
º‘Ñ™� 

-´³ 
º‘Ñ´³

ƒÏ7 -™�’í- 
ƒÏ™�’é‘ò 

-¿¿- 
ƒÏ¿º‘ò

-¹´- 
ƒÏ¹°‘ò

-™� 
ƒÏ™� 

-¹³ 
ƒÏ¹³

Verbs like œ‘¿º’¨4 are like …ª�‘Ñ2 and ×‘›�2 in the Present and Future tense.  It differs in the Past tense. 
 
The AvP can be used to connect sentences with two different verbs. Examples are below. 
µ‘ò …ª�‘Ñ¹³ œ‘¿º’¨þ×ò.    I will sit down and eat. 
�×è ×‘�Ý¿ºÝÅ ×‘›�’ œ‘¿º’ª¥‘è.   She bought and ate a banana. 
�×ò …ª�‘Ñ¹³ À™��ã º‘Ñ´³ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘ò. He is sitting and watching people. 
 
1. The hunter will shoot a deer.  hunter = þ×¥ò, deer = À‘ò, shoot = Ÿ¨4 
 
 
 
2. We like to eat potatoes.  potato = …Ï�ã™�’Ý›� 
 
 
 
3. He does not pray to God at home.  He only prays to god in temples.  

God/god = �¥Úè, œ‘À’, ƒ�é×ò; temple = þ�‘×’Ö; pray = �Åº’¨4 
 
 
 
 
4. Did father plant the tree in the backyard? backyard = —�‘Ö�Ò, plant = µ¨4 
 
 
 
5. Look over there!  He is planting it there. 
 
 
 
6. What are you eating?  You should not eat these mushrooms. mushroom = �‘ã‘ò 



7. Why is she reading that book?  She needs to sleep.  book = áÖ, ½´°�Å 
 
 
 
8. I left the money at home.   leave (something behind) =  ×’¨4 
 
 
 
9. He will pick up and throw a rock.  rock = �Ö, pick up = à™�3, throw = ‡é’2 
 
 
 
10. We bought and drank milk.  �¦6 
 
 
 
11. Mother made and ate vadai.  make ×�¥ or þ°‘�œ = Ÿ¨4 
 
 
 
12. I will dig a hole and bury the tomato. tomato=°™�‘ã’, hole=�Ý’, dig = þ°‘¯¨3, bury = ½�°6  
 
 
 
13. They removed and washed their clothes.  clothes = ³«’, remove = �Ýíì3, wash = ³�×6 
 
 
 
14. They will iron and fold their clothes.  iron = þ°Ë6, fold = À¦6 
 
 
 
15. Little sister drew a picture and showed it to me.     picture = º¥Å, draw = ×�Ì2, show = �‘ª¨3 
 
 
 
16. I will sit down and read over there. 
 
 
 
17. The children are running and playing in the park. park = ¾›�‘, play = ×’�ãÆ‘¨3, ‹¨3 
 
 
 
18. She fell and got hurt.  fall = ×’à2, get hurt = �‘Æ¿º¨4, ½¯º¨4 
 
 
 
19. Father wrote a check and gave it to me.  check = �‘þœ‘�Ò, write = ‡à³3, give = —�‘¨6



Feb 9  Commonly-used Irregular Verbs 
 

Verb Present Future Past Infinitive AvP 

×‘2 
come 

×Ï�’í- 
×Ï�’þéò 

×ÏÜ- 
×Ïþ×ò

×¹´- 
×¹þ°ò

×Ì 
 

×¹³ 

þº‘3 
go 

þº‘�’í- 
þº‘�’þéò 

þº‘Ü- 
þº‘þ×ò

þº‘ò- 
þº‘þîò

þº‘� 
 

þº‘Ë 

‚3/‚�3 
become 

‚�’í- 
‚�’þéò 

‚Ü- 
‚þ×ò

‚ò- 
‚þîò

‚� 
 

‚Ë, ‚�’

—œ‘Ö4 
say 

—œ‘Ö�’í- 
—œ‘Ò’þéò 

—œ‘ÖÜ- 
—œ‘Öþ×ò

—œ‘òò-
—œ‘òþîò

—œ‘ÖÒ 
 

—œ‘ÖÒ’ 

þ�è5 
ask 

þ�ª�’í- 
þ�ª�’þéò 

þ�ª¿- 
þ�ªþºò

þ�ªª- 
þ�ªþ¥ò

þ�ª� 
 

þ�ª¨ 

µ’Ö5 
stand 

µ’í�’í- 
µ’í�’þéò 

µ’í¿- 
µ’íþºò

µ’òí- 
µ’òþéò

µ’í� 
 

µ’òì 

 
going to Verb = Infinitive + þº‘3 

µ‘ò ƒ�° º¦™� þº‘�’þéò.  I am going to read this. (º¦º‘Ñ Infinitive=º¦™�) 
�×ò œ‘�ÒÆ’Ö ‹¥ þº‘�’é‘ò.  He is going to run in the road. (‹¨×‘›� Infinitive=‹¥) 
 
Translate the following sentences.   
1. Father will stand on stage and speak.  stage=þÀ�¥, on stage = þÀ�¥ + ƒÖ; þºŸ3 
 
 
 
2. We went to the park and ate.  ¾›�‘ 
 
 
 
3. She did not come with us. 
 
 
 
4. They are going to become teachers. 
 
 
 
5. He asked a question.   þ�è×’ 
 
 
 
6. I will answer.  (to) answer (a question) = º°’Ö + —œ‘Ö



(Hint: The Infinitive verb form needs to be used to translate all of the remaining sentences.) 
7. à›�3  Infinitive = à›� 
a. He likes to sleep at 10 o’clock. 
 
 
 
b. We need to sleep now. 
 
 
 
c. She is going to sleep. 
 
 
 
d. You should not sleep here. 
 
 
 
e. I did not sleep in your bed.   º¨™�� = bed 
 
 
 
f. May I sleep on the floor?  °�Ì = floor; on the floor = °�Ì + ƒÖ 
 
 
 
8. �¦6; Infinitive = �¦™� 
a. I am going to drink milk. 
 
 
 
b. They like to drink tender coconut water.  ƒãµ“Ñ 
 
 
 
c. You should not drink this. 
 
 
 
d. I will not drink your water. 
 
 
 
e. May I drink this paayasam?  º‘ÆœÅ 
 
 
 
f. The dog needs to drink this medicine.  ÀÏ¹³ 
 



February 23  Adding -…Å 
 
When connecting two nouns, the word ‘and’ is made with the ending -…Å:   

Noun1 and Noun2 = Noun1 + …Å Noun2 + …Å 

µ‘ÉÅ ¾�îÉÅ dog and cat 
µ‘ñÅ �¿º‘ÚÅ father and I 
º‘ÕÅ ºÝÃÅ  milk and fruit (banana) 
 
The ending -…Å is added to the nouns after other endings like  ‰, �, or ƒÖ. 

‡î™� �×�îÉÅ �×�ãÉÅ º’¦™�Å.  I like him and her. 
—œ¹°’Õ�¥Æ �‘Ò’ÕÅ �ÀÌñ�¥Æ ��Æ’ÕÅ ½¯ ƒÏ™�’é³.  

There is a wound on Sendhil’s leg and Kumaran’s hand. 
�ò½À«’™�Å �ÌŸ™�Å �×è ¾ —�‘¨´°‘è.  She gave a flower to Anbumani and Arasu. 
 
Translate 
1. I saw your picture on tv and in the newspaper. º¥Å, —°‘�Ò™�‘ªœ’ + ƒÖ, —œË°’´°‘è + ƒÖ 
 
 
 
2. You and I need to eat immediately.  …¥þî = immediately 
 
 
 
3. We like dogs and cats.    µ‘Ë, ¾�î 
 
 
 

4. You and I need money.    º«Å 
 
 
 

5. She is going to buy my umbrella and hat.  ��¥ = umbrella, —°‘¿º’ = hat 
 
 
 
6. Father will give pori to me and younger brother.  —º‘Ì’ = pori (kind of like RiceKrispies) 
 
 
 
7. We will see the Kaveri river in Thanjavur and Thiruchi.  �‘×’Ì’ ‚ì, °¤œ‘ÛÑ, °’Ï¢œ’ 
 
 
 
8. My head hurt yesterday at school and on the bus.  It did not hurt at home. °�Ò + ×Ò’6 = hurt 

ºèã’ + ƒÖ, þºÏ¹³ + ƒÖ, ×“¨ + ƒÖ 



March 2 If/Then (Conditional) Verb Form 
 
In Thamil, the ‘if/then’ (conditional) form of a verb is made as follows: 
Root Past Tense Conjugation with �×è If/Then verb form 

…ª�‘Ñ2 …ª�‘Ñ¹°‘è …ª�‘Ñ¹°‘Ö 

×‘›�3 ×‘›�’î‘è ×‘›�’î‘Ö 

œ‘¿º’¨4 œ‘¿º’ª¥‘è œ‘¿º’ª¥‘Ö 

º‘Ñ6 º‘Ñ´°‘è º‘Ñ´°‘Ö 

ƒÏ7 ƒÏ¹°‘è ƒÏ¹°‘Ö 

Simply change the last letter of the past tense conjugation with �×è (or �×ò) to Ö 
The ‘if/then’ (conditional) verb form can be used with any pronoun as follows: 
 
�×ò �°�× °’é¹°‘Ö, µ‘ò ��° Ä¨þ×ò.  If he opens the door, I will close it. 
º‘Å�º º‘Ñ´°‘Ö, À™�è ‹¨×‘Ñ�è.   If they see a snake, people will run away. 
µ“ ºèã’™� þº‘î‘Ö, µ¯ºÑ�æ¥ò ×’�ãÆ‘¥Ò‘Å. If you go to school, you may play with friends. 
µ‘ò à›�’î‘Ö, ‡ò�î ‡à¿½.    If I go to sleep, wake me up. 
 
Exercises. Translate. 
1. If she sits in this small chair, she will break it.  œ’òî=small; µ‘í�‘Ò’=chair, …�¥6=break 
 
 
 
2. If she breaks the chair, we have to buy a new chair. …�¥6 = break; ½³ = new 
 
 
 
3. If you call your teacher on the phone, I will speak with her.  
      ˜¿º’¨4 = call; —°‘�Òþºœ’ + ƒÖ; þºŸ3 = speak 
 
 
 
4. If they run, I will walk slowly.    ‹¨3; µ¥7; —À³×‘� = slowly 
 
 
 
5. If he goes, I will come.  If he comes, I will go.  ×‘2

irregular; þº‘3
irregular 

 
 
 
6. You need to suck on this candy.  If you bite it, your teeth will hurt. 
    œ¿½3 = suck; À’ª¥‘Ë = candy; �¦6 = bite; ºÖ; ×Ò’6 = hurt 
 
 
7. If you draw a pretty picture, the teacher will praise you.  

×�Ì2 = draw; �Ý�‘î = pretty; º¥Å = picture; º‘Ì‘ª¨3 = praise 



March 9 Prepositions that use Noun + (™)� 
 
Many prepositions in Tamil require the Noun to be of the form Noun + (™)�. 
 
My house is near the school. 
‡ò ×“¨ ºèã’™� �Ï�’Ö ƒÏ™�’é³.  �Ï�’Ö = near; ºèã’ = school 
 
Prepositions that use Noun + (™)� 

…èþã inside 
—×ã’þÆ outside 
þÀþÒ  above 
�“þÝ  below 
×¥™�  north (of) 
—°í�  south (of) 
�’Ý™�  east (of) 

þÀí�   west (of) 
µ¨×’Ö   between 
Ãòî‘Ö, Ãò in front of 
º’òî‘Ö, º’ò  behind 
‡°’Ñ   opposite of; across from 
º™�´°’Ö, �Ï�’Ö near 
º’é�, �¿½éÅ after 

 
þÀ‘°’ÌÅ —ºª¦™� …èþã ƒÏ™�’é³.  The ring is inside the box. 
—œò�î ½³¢þœÌ’™� ×¥™� ƒÏ™�’é³. Chennai (Madras) is north of Pondicherry. 
�×è �°Ú™�Å µ‘í�‘Ò’™�Å µ¨×’Ö …ª�‘Ñ¹³—�‘¯¦Ï™�’é‘è. 
       She is sitting between the door and the chair. 
 
Translate. 
1. Thirunelveli is south of Madurai.    °’Ï—µÖþ×Ò’, À³�Ì 
 
 
 
2. I will build my house behind your school.   �ª¨3=build 
 
 
 
3. Mother is spraying insecticide outside the house.  ¾¢œ’ÀÏ¹³=insecticide; —°ã’6=spray 
 
 
 
4. Father spoke instead of you.    þºŸ3 
 
 
 
5. They are playing between the fence and the pond.  þ×Ò’=fence; �ª�¥=pond; ×’�ãÆ‘¨3 
 
 
 
6. The bridge is over the river.    º‘ÒÅ=bridge; ‚ì=river 
 
 
 
7. Walk in front of me!     µ¥7 



March 30 Noun + ‚Ö and (Ã¦ÉÅ)  |  Noun + ƒÒ’Ï¹³ and Noun + ƒ¥À’Ï¹³ 
 
Noun Noun + ‰ Noun + � Noun + ‚Ö Noun + ƒ¥À’Ï¹³ 
µ‘ò ‡ò�î ‡î™� ‡òî‘Ö ‡òî’¥À’Ï¹³ 
µ“ …ò�î …î™� …òî‘Ö …òî’¥À’Ï¹³ 
�×ò �×�î  �×ñ™� �×î‘Ö �×î’¥À’Ï¹³ 
�×è �×�ã �×æ™� �×ã‘Ö �×ã’¥À’Ï¹³ 
�×Ñ �×�Ì �×Ï™� �×Ì‘Ö �×Ì’¥À’Ï¹³ 
�³ ��° �³™� (�°í�) �°î‘Ö  
µ‘Å µÅ�À µÀ™� µÅÀ‘Ö µÅÀ’¥À’Ï¹³ 
µ‘›�è ‡›��ã ‡›�æ™� ‡›�ã‘Ö ‡›�ã’¥À’Ï¹³ 
µ“›�è …›��ã …›�æ™� …›�ã‘Ö …›�ã’¥À’Ï¹³ 
�×Ñ�è �×Ñ��ã �×Ñ�æ™� �×Ñ�ã‘Ö �×Ñ�ã’¥À’Ï¹³ 

 
Noun + ‚Ö is the construction used to translate the English “by means of.”  It is added to nouns just like 
ƒÖ or ‰.  Anytime the word “with” is used in English to mean “by means of” or “using”, then it is 
translated into Thamil using Noun + ‚Ö.  It is incorrect to use Noun + ‹¨/…¥ò to translate such 
sentences.  The following examples will illustrate this. 

1. She stabbed me with a knife.  �×è ‡ò�î �´°’Æ‘Ö �´°’î‘è.  
(She stabbed me ‘using’ a knife.)    stab = �´³3; knife = �´°’ 
2. I will comb my hair with my hand.  µ‘ò ‡ò ��Æ‘Ö °�Ò�Æ œ“Úþ×ò. 
(I will comb my hair ‘using’ my hand.)  comb=œ“Ú3 + °�Ò 

 
Translate the following sentences using Noun + ‚Ö. 

1. The hunter will shoot the bird with a gun.     þ×¥ò=hunter; ºé�×=bird; ³¿º‘™�’=gun; shoot=Ÿ¨4 
 
 
 
2. We built our house with wood.  build=�ª¨3; wood=ÀÌÅ 
 
 
 
3. I will cut your hair with scissors.  hair=Ã¦; scissors=�´°Ì’™þ�‘Ö; cut=—×ª¨3 
 
 
 
4. She hit the snake with a stick.  hit=�¦6; snake=º‘Å½; stick=�¢œ’ 
 
 
 
The verb Ã¦ÉÅ means “able to” do something.  In English, the word “can” is often used to express this 
concept.  The verb Ã¦ÉÅ is used like the verbs þ×¯¨Å, º’¦™�Å, —°Ì’ÉÅ, ½Ì’ÉÅ.  The only 
difference is that instead of using Noun + (™)�, the verb Ã¦ÉÅ requires the use of Noun + ‚Ö.  The 
following sentences will illustrate these points. 

1. I can lift this rock.   ‡òî‘Ö ƒ¹° �Ö�Ò à™� Ã¦ÉÅ. 
(I am ‘able to’ lift this rock.)   rock=�Ö; lift=à™�3 
2. That child can walk.  �¹° �Ý¹�°Æ‘Ö µ¥™� Ã¦ÉÅ. 
(That child ‘is able to’ walk.)   child=�Ý¹�°; walk=µ¥7 



Translate the following sentences using Ã¦ÉÅ and Noun + ‚Ö. 
5. My little brother can talk.  þºŸ3 
 
 
 
6. He can break the mirror.  mirror=�¯«‘¦; break=…�¥6 
 
 
 
7. We are able to swim now.  swim=µ“¢œÖ �¦6 
 
 
 
Noun + ƒÒ’Ï¹³ is used to mean ‘from [a place]’. 
Noun + ƒ¥À’Ï¹³ is used to mean ‘from [a person]’. 
1. I am coming from school.   µ‘ò ºèã’Æ’Ò’Ï¹³ ×¹³—�‘¯¦Ï™�’þéò. 
2. This letter came from Poongunran.  ƒ¹° �¦°Å ¾›�òéî’¥À’Ï¹³ ×¹°³. 
3. She bought the shirt from me.  �×è œª�¥�Æ ‡òî’¥À’Ï¹³ ×‘›�’î‘è. 

4.  He will buy a ball from this store.  �×ò º¹³ ƒ¹° ��¥Æ’Ò’Ï¹³ ×‘›�×‘ò. 
 
Translate the following sentences. 
8. They will run from my house to the river.  run=‹¨3; river=‚ì 
 
 
 
9.Thieves stole a cow from them.   thief=°’Ï¥ò; cow=À‘¨; steal=°’Ï¨3 
 
 
 
10. I took this ball from that basket.   ball=º¹³; basket=˜�¥; take=‡¨6 
 
 
 
11. We need 10 dollars from you.   dollar=—×èã’; need=þ×¯¨Å 
 
 
 
12. They will borrow a rope from us.   rope=�Æ’ì; borrow=�¥ò ×‘›�3 
 
 
 
13. He fell from a tree.    tree=ÀÌÅ; fall=×’à…ª�‘Ñ 



April 12 Negative Verb Forms of  þ×¯¨Å, —°Ì’ÉÅ, Ã¦ÉÅ, þº‘³Å, º’¦™�Å, ½Ì’ÉÅ 
 

 Positive 
(future or habitual) 

Negative 
(past or present) 

Negative 
(future or habitual) 

like º’¦™�Å º’¦™�×’Ö�Ò º’¦™�‘³ 

know —°Ì’ÉÅ —°Ì’Æ×’Ö�Ò —°Ì’Æ‘³ 

be able to Ã¦ÉÅ Ã¦Æ×’Ö�Ò Ã¦Æ‘³ 

understand ½Ì’ÉÅ ½Ì’Æ×’Ö�Ò ½Ì’Æ‘³ 

want, need þ×¯¨Å  þ×¯¥‘ 

be enough þº‘³Å þº‘°×’Ö�Ò þº‘°‘³ 
 
You have already learned the use of the words in the first column.  (Reminder, “habitual” means something 
that happens regularly or usually or is always true.)  The use of the Negative forms will be demonstrated in 
the following examples: 
 
1. ‡î™� À‘›�‘Ë †ì�‘Ë º’¦™�Å.  ‚î‘Ö ‡î™�¿ ¾¯¨ …ì�‘Ë º’¦™�‘³. 
I like mango pickle (Positive habitual), but I do not like garlic pickle (Negative habitual). 
 
2. À‘°×’: “µ“ ƒ¹°¿ ½³ °’�Ì¿º¥´�°¿ º‘Ñ´°‘Æ‘?  µ‘ò ƒ�°¿ º‘Ñ™� þ×¯¨Å.” 
Ã�’Ö: “‚Å, ƒ�°¿ º‘Ñ´þ°ò.  ‡î™�¿ º’¦™�×’Ö�Ò.  …î™�Å º’¦™�‘³.” 
Madhavi: Did you see this new movie?  I want to see it. 
Mukil: Yes, I saw it.  I did not like it (Negative past).  You will not like it either (Negative future). 
 
3. �ÅÀ‘: ƒ¹° ×�¥�Æ¢ œ‘¿º’¨. 
À�ò: œÌ’ 
�ÅÀ‘: µòé‘� ƒÏ™�’é°‘? 
À�ò: ‡î™� ƒ¹° ×�¥�Æ¿ º’¦™�×’Ö�Ò. 

Mother: Eat this vadai. 
Son: Okay. 
Mother: Is it good? 
Son: I don’t like this vadai (Negative present). 
 
4. �ÆÖ×’Ý’: …î™� º’Ì¤Ÿ —À‘Ý’ —°Ì’ÉÀ‘? 
À‘éò: �×’ÆÌœñ™�´ —°Ì’ÉÅ. ‡î™�´ —°Ì’Æ‘³. 
Kayalvizi: Do you know French? 
Maaran: Kaviyarasan knows it (Positive habitual).  I don’t know it (Negative habitual). 
 
5. ƒòì þ°ÑÚ ƒÏ¹°³.  �°î‘Ö þµíì ƒÌÚ ‡òî‘Ö à›� Ã¦Æ×’Ö�Ò. 
There was a test today.  Therefore, I was not able to sleep last night. 
 
6. ‡î™�¢ þœ‘ì þ×¯¥‘Å.  ‡î™�¿ ºÝ›�æÅ �‘Ë�é’ÉÅ þ×¯¨Å. 
I do not want cooked rice.  I want fruits and vegetables.



Translate 
1. “What did you eat last Thursday in the morning?”  “I don’t know.”   

last = þº‘î; Thursday = ×’Æ‘Ý™�’Ý�À; morning = �‘�Ò 
 
 
 
 
 
2. He always mumbles.  As a result, I did not understand his speech. 
always = ‡¿—º‘à³Å; mumble = Ã®Ã® ‡òì þºŸ3; as a result = �°î‘Ö; speech = þº¢Ÿ 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Three thosais were not enough for me.  I want one more thosai.  one more = ƒò—î‘Ï 
 
 
 
 
 
4. I am going to watch a movie at night.  Five dollars will not be enough.  I need ten dollars. 
 movie = °’�Ì¿º¥Å; at night = ƒÌÚ + ƒÖ; dollar = —×èã’ 
 
 
 
 
 
5. “Do you know her name?” 
“I spoke with her yesterday.  I forgot her name.  I do not know it.” 
 name = —ºÆÑ; yesterday = þµíì; speak = þºŸ3; forget = Àé7 
 


